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ABSTRACT

This thesis presents the results and method used to

investiage tintake manifold tuning', oI tram inductiont, in a four-

stroke cycle, six cylinder diesel engine. It is mainLy concerned with

the determination of the fundamental dynamics of a tuned intake process

and Ehe application of the principles determined thereon to the tuning

of multi-cylínder engines. The wave motion in the intake tubes vTas

analysed by studying the pressure variation in the intake port during

a complete cycle for various tube lengths aE constant engine speeds.

The increased volumetric efficiency \¡tas found to be mainly

due to the ac¡ion of the rarefaction wave, initiated in the inlet

port, at the beginning of Che inlet Process. The hTave traveled to the

manifold end of the tube where it was reflected and returned as a

compressiofr vrave to produce a positive pressure at Ehe ending of the

Same inlet process to force a greater amount of air into the cylinder'

The timing of the return of the vTave hTas found to be the important

factor and from it a correlation r,¡as developed beËween Ehe optimum

tube length, engine speed, and average wave velocity' The timing of

the standing wave produced in the inlet tube by Ehe preceding cycle

r¡ras also found to be imPortant in producing a reinforced wave action

during the inlet Process.

The effect of the volume of the manifold joining the tubes

and the use of bell-mouthed tube ends was also studied. The

practicability of tuning is considered in a preliminary study of

curved tubes. A gain as high as L5% in the volumetric efficiency of

a multi-cylinder engine can be obtained over a wide range of speeds by

a suitable choice of inlet piPes and rnanifold"
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NOMENCLATURE

The main symbols used are listed below.

a - velocity of sound, ft. per second

L - total length of pipe, ft.

N - speed of engine, rpm.

P - port pressure, PSig.

g - acceleration of gravity, ft/sec2

K - ratio of consËant Pressure specific heat of air to
constant volume specific heat

R - gas constant, fE-lb/lbm -"R

T - temperature of air, oR

Greek Symbols

ó - delay angle, degrees of crankshafË rotation



Ï ÏNTRODUCTION

It is well known t.hat the volumetric efficiency of

diesel engínes and similar reciprocating machines can be markedly

increased by tuning the intake system. This is accomplished by

proportioning the intake manifold tube length for che operating

condítions so that the air vibrations and waves set up in them

increase the air flow rate inËo the engine. The volumetric

efficiency can be increased by more than 15 percenE at no expense

of mechanical power to the engine and the po\¡¡er output can be

correspondingly increased "

Although many engines have been successfully tuned and

the subject has been extensively investígated che entire mechanism

of ínLake manifold tuning is not fully agreed upon. Many papers

have been written on the subject which attribuEe Ehe gain in

volumetric efficiency to different facEors. There is much agreemerit

v¡iLh the theory that the increase is due to vibrations of the air

particles in the tube much the same as the vibrations of an aÍr

column in an organ pipe. However they do not agree on exactly how

lhe vibrations cause the increase in flow and an accurate correlatíon

between manifold tube lengEh and the influencing factors is lacking.

Most authors have limited theír work to Ehe analysis of single-

cylinder engines and little work has been done on the Euning of

mulci -cylinder engines.

Experiments with single-cylinder engines have shown that

by varying the length of the intake tube at a fixed engine speed an
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optimum length can be found whích produces Pressure pulsations

that augment t.he air flow into lhe engine producing a maximum

volumeËric efficiency. It is of interest to know Íf the tubes of

opÈimum length of a multÍ-cylínder engine can be joined by a

manifold and if the volume of the manifold has an effect on the

Ëuning process* IL is also of parficular interest to know the

effect such an arrangement would have on the volumetric efficiency

at speeds other than the fixed speed at. which E.he Lubes \i7ere an

optimum"

A general relaLionshíp between Ëhe opÈimum tube length,

and engine speed and other Ínfluencing factors vrould be useful for

tuning the intake systems of other engines "

The use of modern pressure measuring devices such as

píezoelectríc crystal pressure transducers make it possible to

measure rapidly changíng Pressures wi¡h great. accuracy and precision"

By installing such a device in the intake Port near the intake valve

it is possible to obtain a graph of the Pressure during the process

from v¡hich the vTave motion in the tube can be analysed' The

necessary pressure conditions in the port for maxímum volumelric

efficiency can be determined. A six-cylinder four-strolce dÍeseI

engine rvas equipped with such a device to undertâke an investigation

with the folloi,ring objectives.

(1) To do an experimencal analysis of intake tuning

to determine the facLors responsible for Ehe gain in volumetric

efficiency oÍ. a tuned intake sysLem¡
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(2) To develop a general relationship betrveen tube

length and engine speed and other influencing factors responsible

for maximum volumetric efficiency.

(3) To determine if a multi-cylinder engine can be

successfully tuned.

(4) To determine if Lhe size of manifold joíning the

tubes has an influence on the process.

(5) To determine the effect of tuning over the speed

ïange of the engine when the manifold is tuned for a particular

speed.



TI GENERAL

2.1 Volumetric Efficiency and Engine Berformance

A measure of an enginers efficiency or ability to Pump

air is Che volumetric efficiency which is defined as the raEio of

Ehe mass of air actually inducted into the engine per cycle to the

mass of air that would be inducted if the cylinders were filled

to atmospheric pressure at the end of the intake process. Due to

the effects of fluid friction and the dynamics of the intake Process

the volumetric efficiency is always less than 1007" f.or a nacurally

aspirated engine. Fluid friction reduces the volumetric efficiency

by reducing Ehe pressure of the air entering the cylinder. The

drag on the air as it is dravrn through the manifold and valves

causes a pressure loss which reduces the amount entering the cylinder.

The dynamics of the intake system also has an important effect on

the volumetric efficiency. The pressure ín the cylinder musE be

lov¡er than that in the íntake port in order for air Ëo flow into

the cylinder during the short period of time for the intake process.

Thus at the end of the Process the pressure in the cylinder must

necessarily be lo¡ver than atmospheric and the volumetríc efficiency

less than the optimum of 1007".

Good engine performânce is consistenE v¡ith a high

volumetric efficiency. The power output is almost directly

dependent on the volumetric efficiency. The greater the âmount

of air an engine can induct the greater the amount of fuel

that can be burned in the combusËion process. It ís the energy
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produced by the combustion process that determines the power of the

engine. Llork is expended during Ehe scavenging loop which is Ehe

portion of the cycle during rvhich exhaust gases are expelled and

fresh air is inducÈed ínto the engine. V'ihen a greater amount of air

is inducted the average pressure during the intake Process is higher

and the work lost is lower. The decrease in work lost during the

scavenging process increases the brake thermal efficiency by making

available more shaft work at the same raEe of fuel consumption.

The volumetric efficiency of naturally aspirated engines

can be improved substanEially by reducing the adverse effects of

friction and by improving the dynamics of the int.ake Process. Fluid

friction can be minimized by making the valves and Passages as large

as possible and Èhe passages as smooth as Possible and by the use of

relatively large radií rn¡here curves in the manifold are necessary.

The dynamics may be improved by Ëhe use of an intake manifold which

creates pressure I¡Iaves in it that favour t.he flow into the engine.

The v¡aves produce a high posiEive pressure in the port during a

porEion of the process which increases the flow.

Improving the dynamics of the intake process is called

intake manifold tuning, inertia supercharging, or inducEÍon ramming,

and it has been shov¡n by experiments that properly tuned systems

can increase the volumetric efficíency by more than 157" of that

obtained wiLh a simple short Eube type of manifold. The intake

system is tuned by the use of a manifold havÍng long tubes leading

to Èhe cylinders. Usually, but not always, one tube supplies air to

one cylinder. The length and diameter of the Lubes are determined in

part by the speed of the engine or speed range ar which maximum
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volumetric efficiency is desired and the thermodynamic properties

of the air. The inEake process creates pressure hTaves and air

vibrations in the long tubes rvhich augment the air flow into the

cylinder. The function of the tubes is to control and time the wave

action and rhe vibrations of the surgíng aír column within it duríng

the intake process and t.o ac¡ as a storage device for some of Ehe

kinetic energy developed which can be used in the following cycle.

2.2 Preview and Sgope

An accurate and direct correlation between tube length

and operating conditions has not been developed for the four-stroke

cycle engíne and little work has been done on the tuning of

multi-cylinder engines. Methods of tuning multi-cylinder engines have

not evolved readily from the work done on single-cylinder engines

although experiments have shovün they can be tuned. This is perhaps

an indication of a lack of fundamenLal understanding of Ehe tuned

intake process.

This thesis is concerned mainly with developing a

fundamental understanding of the tuned process and finding an

explanation for the method by which the \¡7aves in the tuned rnanifold

produce the gain in volumetric efficiency. The experimental approach

was to analyse the wave motion in the tubes as indicated by the

graph of Ehe pressure in the intake port and to measure Ehe

volumetric efficiency for a range of tubes (including the optimum

length) aE a constant engine speed. A relationship between tube

l-ength and operating condi¡ions \^Ias sought from the explanation

and these principles were then used Eo tune a multi-cylinder engine
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and deEermine its performance over the entire speed range of the

engine. The process v¡ill be explained in terms of wave motion.

The scope of this thesis is limited to the above mentioned

objectives and a Eheoretical maEhematical analysis is not included

in the study. To perform an accuraÈe mathematical analysis a

fundamental unclerstanding of the process must first be developed in

orcler to describe the process in mathematical terms. It is often

necessary to make assumptions and approximations iir such an analysis

and the process must be well understood to assess Ehe validity of

each and the limits with which they apply.

A literature reviert is presented by rohich Ehe development

of the subjeet and different theories are descríbed" The dífferent

theories on the subject- are discussed v¡ith a view to finding an

accurate fundamental explanaLion of the process and to determine the

present starus of Ehe subject. This is followed by an explanatíon of

the experimenEal apparatus and Procedure followed in the experiments'

The theory of the process, based on experimental investígation and

on the revievr of literaEure' is explained before the discussion of

results in order to provide the reader with an insight to Ehe subjecË

before going into the details of the study"



III REVIEU OF LITERATURE

A review of the published material on the subject has

revealed that intake manifold tuning has been extensively investigaÊed

and that the actual mechanism of Ëhe tuned Process is not fully

agreed upon. An accurate direct correlation between the optimum

Lube length and engine operatíng conditions has noË been developed

for Ehe four stroke cycle engine. TheoreLical analyses of the process

have produced methods of calculating the volumetric efficiency of an

engine with a given intake sysLem at particular operating conditions

but are unwieldy and do not provide a direct relationship betrveen

íntake tube length and engine operating conditions. Many of these

are based on simplifying assumptions and assumed conditíons which

do not accurately describe the process" Considerable experimental

data has been compiled mostly for the purpose of determining the

potential available by tuning and developing a basic understanding

of the phenomena. Some of the publications of a more basic nature

(including those which present accepted theories) will be discussed

in this chapter.

3"1 Resonance Theory

A theory on Ëhe Process presented early in the history of

investigations of tuning vlas that of resonance. If the inËake tube

is long the periodic opening of the intake valve and consequent

induction of air through iE can set up an oscillation of the air

column in its natural frequency. Theoretically maximum gain is

attained r¿hen the natural frequency of Lhe intake tube is an exact



multiple of the engine speed or frequency of Ëhe intake valve.

Capetti (3) claimed that maximum gain v¡ould be aËËained l¡hen Ehe

period of free oscillation of the column is equal to the time

required for the crankshaft to Eurn through 180 degrees for a

singLe cylinder engine. Based on this theory he gives a formula

for the optimum length of intake pÍpe.

L= 7"5 a
N

in whích

L = Length of pipe, ft.

a = Velocity of sound, ft" Per sec.

N = RPM of the engine

This equation is equivalenË to saying that the frequency

of the Eube is 4 times the engine speed or equal to the fourth

harmonic of the engine. Tests conducted by Capetti indicated that

the optimum lengEhs were less than those given by the formula"

It has also been shovm that a gain will be teaLízed when

t,he frequency ratio is in the range of 3, 4 and 5 and larger gains

occur with tubes slightly shorter than when the frequency ratio is

an interger. Morse et al (5) argue thaL Ehe amplÍtude of the

standing $tave at the inlet port will be large if the frequency ratio

is an interger, and if the pressure \,laves produce a positive pressure

during the portion of the intake Process v¡hen the valve is closing,

then, and only then, will a gain be rea|Lzed" Using these basic

assumptions they developed a theoretical analysis for the pressure

\¡raves in Ë.he tube which enabled them to predict when a supercharging

effecL will occur. Their theory is in accordance with experiment
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in that it predicEs that a gain could only occur tuith frequency

ratios of 3, 4 and 5.

Although the resonance theory predicts when a gain will

occur it does not explain the process nor does it account for

several results" It does not explain the gain obtainable wiEh a

long pipe over that with no pípe when the frequency raÈio is not

an interger, or well between intergers, and that a larger gain is

always obtained \"Iith pÍPes shorter than when the frequency ratio is

an interger. An examination of the cycle shows that resonance is not

an exact description of the tuned process because a free standíng

r,¡ave does not occur until the valve has closed" During the perÍod

when the valve is open the intake Plocess produces Pressure \¡7aves

which dominate the wave acEion in Lhe tube until the valve ctoses"

It is only possible for a sEanding v¡ave (true resonance condition)

to contribute to the gain aË Ehe beginning of Èhe nexE Process, IÈ

can produce a positive pressure in Ehe port at Ehe beginning of the

next process but this has never been found to be so1eLy responsible

for the gain since large gains can be obtained \¡7hen a negative

pressure r¡¡ave is timed to arrive aE the porE during valve opening.

3,2 Inertial Ramming TÞesrl

In the inertial rannning theory the inlet pípe is considered

to be a device for storing and regulating kinetic energy in Ehe

intake air. Dennison (3) noted that considerable gain could be

obtained by pipes much shorter than those anticipated from the

resonance theory. He Ëheorized thaE the gaín was produced by

accelerating the air column to a high velociEy in the first half

of the suction sLroke; the kinetic energy so developed is then
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expended in the latter part of the process to force a surPlus of

air into the cYlinder.

He reasoned that as the air in the intake tube fl0ws

toward the cylinder during the beginning of the intake process

kinetic energy is stored in the air column by virtue of its

velocity. Some of Lhis energy can be recovered at Ehe ending of

fhe inlet process by the ramming effect of the air column as the

air is decelerated at the valve end by the increasing cylinder

pressure. The ramming effect builds up the pressure in the port

forcing more air into the cylinder as the valve is closing. By

this theory the gain is also produced by a positive Pressure at the

ending of the inLake Process.

Based on thís theory Dennison developed a method of

calculating the Pressure at the valve Port at any time during the

cyc1e, from which knowing the flow resistance characteristics of the

intake valve, the volumetric efficiency for a given system can be

calculated by a sLep by sEep integration Process. This theoretical

analysis has not proved Lo be in good agreemenE with experimental

dara (Taylor) and the relationship of the rammíng effect to engine

design and operating conditions rtTas not developed'

The basic theory of the Process is sound but Èhe

theoretical analysis has not been accurately developed. The

theoretical solution vTas based on the simplifying assumPtions of

incompressible and uniform f low along tl"re lengLh of the PiPe. Since

the pressure fluctuations at the intake port have been measured lo

be as much as half an atmosphere and resonance conditions are knorvn

to be set up in the pipe during portions of the engine cycle, Ëhese

âssumptions appear to be oversimplifications'
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3.3 RecenL Experimental Investíggtions

Thus far, t\øo theories have been presented on the Process;

that of resonance and that of inertial ramming effects, both of

which have been for Ehe most part independently credited with being

responsible for the gain. Noting these two theories Taylor et al (6)

conducted extensive tests, and have compiled what may be the most

extensive collection of data on the subject available, Lo ascertain

the validity of each theory and the extent to which each may be

responsible for Ehe gain. He concluded Ehat Ehe gain produced by

the long tubes is the result of two distincc causes; Èhe kinetic

energy inertial ramming effecE and the standing wave produced aft.er

the valve closes. He also concluded that the inertial ramming effect

was mainly responsible for the gain and Ehe standing rvave had minor

effects only at parËicular conditions.

Although in his tests he attributed the gain to inertial

rammíng effects he was unable Lo find a direct method of correlating

Ë.he intake tube length with the engine operating condiEíons" The

experimental procedure employed was to vary the engine speed for a

fixed intake system and observe the aír flow rate for marked change.

Tt is difficult to find the optimum lengLh of tube for a given engine

speed by this method because the standing wave is capable of producing

pronounced effects on the air florni at several different speeds and

Ehe aír flow rate changes wíth speed. The characteristics of the

engine itself which change with speed also introduce complications.

In performing a theoretical analysis Taylor considered the

flow to be compressible and nonuniform along the length of the tube"

He was able to calculaËe the pressure in the port for any ínstanL
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and plot Ehe results by the use of a digital computer Program

of his mathematÍcal analysis. However in his explanation of Ehe

process and experimental results he bases much of the results on

the effects of Ínertia rvith little regard for the effects of

elastícíty on the motion of the air in the tube.

3,4 The Reflected Wave Theor¿

Since compressibility must be considered with inertia

in describing Lhe motion of the air in the Lube the motíon is

probably best described in terms of rvaves" Due to compressibility

and inerLia the air in the port nearest the valve v¡ill be acceleraEed

first and the pressure wí1l decrease as the air begíns to flow into

the cylinder at the beginning of the process. The inerEia of the

air will permit only air adjacent to the low pressure area to be

accelerated torvard t.he valve and the low pressure area will travel

outr¿ard toward t.he end of the Eube as the air moves toward the low

pressure areâ. The combined effects of elasticity and inerËia

create a travelling rarefaction wave at the beginníng of the intake

Process.

In a more recenL investigation of intake Euning Bannister (1)

conducted tesLs on a single cylinder aír compressor and did a

theoretical analysis of the process explaining it in terms of wave

motion. I{e found that the pulsating inflorv through the intake pipe

of Ëhe compressor was due to the combined effect of tI'ùo superimposed

opposiEely moving wave trains. The wave motion originates as a

rarefaction created by Èhe moEion of the piston away from the head

end at the beginning of the intake process. This rarefaclioll r{ave
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travels at approximately sonic velocity toruard the open end of the

tube l^¡here it is reflected in the form of a compression wave ani

returns to the port while Lhe piston is still in motion. Upon

returning to the port Ehe compression wave creates a high pressure

during the ending of the íntake process which forces more air inËo

the cylinder. The pipe also contains a residual wave system in the

form of a standing \¡rave created by preceding cycles and the new

pulse is added to and merges with the outgoing wave train of this

system. Tt is the first reflection of the ner¡ rarefaction rvhich

returns to the valve port as a compression which is mainly responsíble

for the gain in volumetric efiiciency.

Bannister found that the ref lected \,vave must return to the

port approximately 80 degrees of crankshaft rotation afLer generation

to produce a maximum gain for the compressor tested. The angle

through which the crankshaft rotates while the new wave pulse makes

a double traverse of the tube is referred to as the delay angle and

the theory of the process will be referred to henceforth as the

reflected wave theory" This theory takes into account the effects of

compressibility and inertia of the air column and provides a simple

correlation between operating conditions and intake tube lengch. The

effect produced by Ehe rraves is similar to the inertial ramming effecE

described by Dennison. A high pressure is created by the high

velocicy inflow of air in the tube aL the end of the process. The

development of t,he rannning effect is more accurately described by the

reflected wave theory and takes into account all of the major factors

whích affect the air flow during the process.
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The cycle for a four-stroke cycle engine differs from

that of the air compressor in that the compressor intakes every

revolution whereas Ehe four-stroke cycle engine inE.akes every second

revolution. The high delivery Pressure causes a delay in the actual

beginníng of Che intake Process due to the re-expansion of the air

in the head space, hence the timÍng of the ne\¡I rarefactíon is

delayed in the case of the compressor. In both cases, vtave theories

appear Eo be the most applieable method of analysing and explainíng

the tuned intake process, and in view of the advantages of the wave

tl'reory approach it appears to be the most suitable.
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TV EXPERIMENTAL ARRANG¡}ÍENTS

The experiments were performed in the Mechanical Engineering

laboratory of the University of Manitoba using a 6 cylinder four-stroke

cycle Caterpillar diesel engine having a displacement of 743 cu. in.,

a bore of 5 1/8 in., and a 6 in. stroke. The engine had originally

been a supercharged model with a compression ratio of 17.4:L, an

intake valve opening timing of 25"BTC and closing aL 64'ABC. The

supercharger r.ras removed for all tests, buE the stoclc manifold was

used for initial tests to obtain a comparison for following tests"

4" I Inlet System

The engine had individual intake ports to v¡hich were fitted

tubes of approximately the same diameter for the tuning tests. The

tubes were 2.15 in., in diameter and the lengths could be changed in

1.5 in. íncremenLs, but 3 in. increments were used for preliminary

tests. The tubes \.{ere connected to a variable volume manifold which

hTas connected by a 4 in. diameter pipe to a large plenum as shown

schematically in Fig. la"

The air flow into the large plenum chamber \¡/as measured by

a calibrated 3 in. fLow nozzLe. The nozzLe v¡as made of wood and was

oiled to prevent drying and cracking. IÈ r¿as calibrated by placing

it in the exit of a low velocity wind tunnel and measuring the static

pressure drop across iÈ and the corresponding velociEy pressure

profiles. The flows were calculated and the mass raLe of flow and

pressure drop were plotted in a graph of the dímensionless parameters

affecting the flow ¡¿hich ís shown in Appendix I"
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The purpose of the large plenum chamber rnTas to dampen ouÍ:

pressure pulsations from the intake to obtain a sLeady flow through

the f low rtozzLeo The chamber viês 70.5 in. long, 27 Ln" wide and

20.5 in. high, and conEained a volume approximately 52.5 times the

engine displacement. The flow nozzLe \^Ias mounted in the top

approxímately 19 in, from one end and the outleE to the manifold was

also located in the top about 17 in. from the other end.

Fig. 1 b shows the variable volume manifold r¿hich vras

construcÈed of plywood with a plexiglass toP" All joints were

sealed with plastic ¡.rood to prevent leakage" The air inlet was

located in the top at the center of the manífold as near the side in

vrhich the outlet pipes vrere locaEed as possible, The volume of the

manifold rvas varied by sliding a movable panel opposite the ouLlet

side, back or forth, and could be set at any volume and as large as

5"75 times engine displacement" A second manifold, shown in Fig" 1 c,

was built and tested consisting of a plywood box i'rith plexiglass top

which was of fixed volume. It was 39 in. long, 6 in. hígh and 4 in.

wide, containing a volume approximately 1.26 times that of engine

displacement. The outlets to Ehe intake pipes consisted of bellmouths.

The inlet v¡as a 4 Ln. pipe located aL Ëhe center of the top of the

mani f o ld.

4,2 Pressure Measurement

The pressure aË the intake valve hTas measured by a Kistler

model 60l quartz crysLal pressure transducer mounted in Che intake

port near the valve. To get the probe as near the valve as possible

a sma11 frosË plug was removed from the top of the head dÍrectly
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above the port and a hole was drílled Lhrough the port r{r411. The hole

Ir'as tapped ¡uith Ll4 tn" piPe thread and an adaptor ruas made which

rvould screlr inLo the hole and seal rhe frost plug hole in the top. A

I(istler model 624 probe adaptor sleeve r¡las supPorted in the adaptor

by trvo rubber rings so that the crystal was flush with the inner

surface of the port. This permitted the sLatic Pressure in the port

to be measured and the rubber mounting reduced the vibrations from

the engine which may have affected the signal.

The signal produced by the pressure on the quartz crystal

rüas transmitted by a Kistler model 67L cable to a model 566 charge

amplifier ¡uhich transmitted the signal to an oscilloscope. The signal

produced â trace of the varying pressure on the oscílloscope. Top

dead centre near the beginning of the intake Process was indicaEed on

the oscilloscope by the signal from a s)¡nchromarker dríven by an

auxillary shaft of the engíne at half engine speed" This arrangement

made it possible to obtain a graph of the pressure in the intake port

during a complete cycle of the intake valve. A polaroid camera T^7as

used to photograph the trace. For further details see Appendix IV'

4. 3 Anci llary*Eqgipment

The power ouLput of the engine \,74s absorbed and measured

by a Froude type hydraulic dynamomeËer. speed measuremenLs útere

made by a stroboscope (see Appendix II) " The fuel consumPtion rate vras

determined by measuring the time required Eo consume a fixed weight of

fuel. The coolant vraLer Eemperature \^/as maintained nearly constant

for all tests by mixing with r,¡ater from the building water supply in

a mixing tank. A waEer cooled heat exchanger was used Eo maintain

the temperature of the lubricating oí1 nearly constanÈ.
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Figure lc

Bel-L-Mouthed Ourlet Manifold
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V EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

5"1 Preliminarv Tests

The engine \{as first tested with the stock manifold Eo

obÈain a comparison for further tests. The stock manifold had very

short tubes leading from the main gallery to the ports and it was

assumed that negligible ramming was being produced. The stock

manifold vras connected to the large plenum chamber by a 4 in. pipe

to enable intake air flow rate measuremenEs.

Tests hrere run over the speed range of the engíne from

1200 to 1900 rpm" Readings taken included manometer readings of the

pressure drop across Ehe f.Lo¡,¡ nozzle, brake load, temperature of

inlet aír, time to consume a fixed weight of fuel and barometric

pressure. The temperature of the cooling vrater and oil v¡ere maintained

nearly constant at 175@F and, 240' F respectively. A sample of exhaust

gas \^/as taken during each test which was analysed by an Orsat

apparatus to determine the carbon dioxíde and oxygen content from

which could be determined the air-fuel raEío as a check on the air

metering system. A photograph of the pressure graph traced on the

oscilloscope and the blip indÍcating valve opening hras Ëâken.

From the data obtained ic was possible to calculate the

brake horsepower, torque, brake specific fuel consumption, and the

volumetric efficiency for each test, all of which were plotted on a

graph versus speed. All tests were performed r¿iEh the fuel injection

pumps set at a fixed constant displacement by eliminating the governing

mechanism so that the amount of fuel injected per cycle was approximately



constant for each speed. The aÍr-fuel ratio used

19:1 which was the ratio obtained when the engine

the supercharger.

u'd ¡

^aIJ

approximately

equipped rvith

5.2 Tuning the Engine

Lt was decided to tune the intake system for a speed of

1800 rpm. This speed was chosen for trvo reasons; it is well in the

speed range of nearly all diesel engines and was near Ehe upper limit

for the engine tested; it is the speed at which alt.ernating current

machinery is driven in this country for v¡hich diesel engines find

greaL use. With the fuel injection pumPs at a constant setting the

speed was adjusted by varying the load Ímposed by the dlmamometer.

A sLroboscope set at line frequency indicated r¿hen t.he engine speed

stabilized at 1800 rpm.

In attempting to tune ihe intake system the stock manifold

rùas removed and tubes were fitted to the intalce Port in which the

pressure probe v¡as located. The end of the tube r¿as left open, no

attempt being made at this time to measure Ehe air flow into the engine,

and the pressure trace on the oscilloscope was observed as the lengEh

of the tube r¡as increased by adding short lengths. The addition of the

long lengths of tubing to the port produced a pressuregraph having an

entirely dífferent shape from Ehat obtained with the stock rnanifold.

The trace toolc on the shape of approximately a sine curve beginning

with the pressure decreasing at the opening of the intake valve, reaching

a minimum, and then rising to a maximum and decreasing to oscillate in

the form of a sine curve of decreasing amplitude"

The pipe length rras varied until the pressure oscillations

produced a trace indícating the pressure v/as at a maximum v¡hen the
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intake valve was beginning to oPen. At this length the frequency of

vibrations in the tube raras almost 4 times the frequency of the valve

opening. The variable volurne manifoLd r¿as installed and the pipes

which connected it to the other cylinders. The manifold inlet was

connected to the large plenum chamber enabling flow measurements

to be made. The installation of the manifold at its largest volume

setting was found to have no effect upon the Pressure trace.

A series of test were then performed in which the intake

tube length was varied in 3 in" increments in a range 6 in. longer

and shorter than the length rvhich produced a pressure maximum at the

beginning of the process" The aír flow for each pipe length r^¡as

measured and the length which produced the highest vol. eff. was then

used in a test in v¡hich the volume of the manífold lüas varied. The

engine speed was held constant and the manometer was observed as

the volume I^Ias decreased. The air flov¡ and trace did not change as

the volume vras decreased until the manifold was less than 3 in" wide.

At widths less than thisrthe movable wall began to restrict the air

flow into the manifold and the manometer indicated a decrease in air

florv. Tt was concluded that the volume of the manifold \,¡as not an

important factor in the process and a width of 4 in. was chosen for

the remaining tests. This was a practical size of manifold and the

volume was 1.05 times the displacement of the engine.

Ì¡Iith the manifold fixed at a \^/idth of 4 in. and the engine

speed held constânt at 1800 rpm, a complete set of tests were

performed in which the tube length r,7as varied in 3 in. increments from

3.25 feet to 6.25 feet. This range of lengths included the lengths

at v¡hich the resonant frequencies of the tubes were 3, 4 and 5 times
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the frequency of the intake process. Where necessary, the tube

length r+as changed in increments of 1.5 in. to produce special

pressure conditions at the beginn-i-ng and end of the intake process.

After each test \¡/as comPleted the volume of the manifold was varied

and the manometer and pressure graph observed for changes to check

for any effects the volume mây have at oEher lengths " Photographs

of the pressure trace were taken for each Lube length tested"

The tubes were then fixed at the length which produced a

maximum volumetric efficiency at 1800 rpm and tests rdere performed

to deEermine their effect over the entire speed range of the engine.

The engine speed vlas varied from 1400 to 1900 by varying the load in

successive tests in which a complete set of data ¡uere collected with

pictures of the pressure Lrace at each speed"

To improve the wave action by increasing the efficiency of

rvave reflection at the manifold the variable volume manifold was

replaced by the fixed volume manifold vtiLh bellmouthed outlets. A

series of tests v¡ere then run with lengths varying about that at

which maximum volumetric efficiency rùas obtained with the plain end

tubes.

To determine the effect. of the tube diameter on the wave

action a I.875 in. diameter tube v¡as flared at one end to fit into

the port. The tube was fitted into the PorE as close to Ëhe valve

as possible to minimize the effects that may be produced by Lhe change

in diameter from port to tube upon the v¡ave action" The engine was

held at a constant speed and the pressure trace observed as the tube

length was varied in 3 in. increments over the range previously tested.

The increment vlas reduced to 1.5 in. wherever pressure trace forms



of special interest occurred.

air flow into the engine.
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No atLempt \^7as made to measure the

A tube slightly shorter than optimum length was bent in a

90 degree curve at a 20 in" radius close to the valve end to determine

the effecËs of curves on the rrrave action. The radius of curvature

to tube diameter ratio was 9.3. The tube was fitt.ed to the engine

rviËh the open end turned down. The speed was held constant at 1800 rpm

and the pressure trace observed as the length of the curved tube ¡¡as

varied in 1.5 in. increments.
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VI THEORY

6. 1,The_Intake Process lrlithout Tunlng

The untuned intake process is described first to show the

contrast between the dynamics of tuned and untuned systems and to

point out the shortcomings and inefficiencies of the untuned process

The ways in which the process is inefficient will be emphasized

with a view as to l-row they can be remedied or improved by tuning.

The intake process begins by the opening of the valve and

the motion of the piston arday from the head end. Air is dravm into

the cylinder through the valve by the low pressure in the cylinder

created by the volume dísplaced by the moving piston. The air in

the port near Èhe valve and in the manifold is accelerated to a hígh

velocity duríng the process and the pressure is lowered corresponding

to the energy conversion from pressure energy to kinetic. The

maximum pressure decrease in the port occurs approxímately when the

piston is at its highest velocity which is near midstroke.

The low pressure in the port is maintained throughout the

process and the flow in the manifold experiences disorderly pulsation

of low amplitude" AÈ the end of the process the air is brought to a

halt by the rise in pressure in the cylínder as t.he piston reaches

the end of its stroke and by the closing valve. The velocity energy

of the air is dissipated in the form of turbulence and high frequency

vibrations due to the rapid deceleration.

ThroughouE the process the pressure í.n the port is

maintained well below atmospheric and the pressure differential across
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Ëhe valve is reduced. The air entering the cylinder is consequently

at a lorv pressure which reduces the anrount inducted and accounts for

a less than optimum volumeLric efficiency. The dynamics of the

process díctate, therefore, that the air in the cylinder must be at

a lorver pressure than atmospheric at the end of the process and an

amount of energy at the end of Ehe process be unavailable to that

process or Ehe next.

6"2 The Tuned Intake Process

A tuned intake manifold having long tubes has a major effect

on the dynainics of the intake Process" The effect of the long tubes

is mainly on the pressure Ín the porË duríng the Process and is due

to Eheir ability to transmit and reflect pressure \¡¡aves. At the end

of the process the tubes store kj-netic energy in the form of a standing

wave which can be used in the following process. One of the major

functions of the tubes is to control and time the r¡¡ave acÈion so that

the pressure pulsations rhey produce in the intake Port augment the

air flow into the engine.

The wave motion wí11 be described in the following paragraphs

rqith the aid of Figures 2 a - d, which show the relationship between

the longitudinal r^7aves and the port pressure. The fÍgures are a plot

of the pressure in the port at various crank angles and the pressure

along the length of the intake tube. The pressure changes along the

length of Èhe tube due to the individual waves are shown rather than

the resultant pressure along the tube in order to show the progress of

the waves "

The r¿ave motion is initiated by the opening of the intake

valve and the motion of the piston a\,'Iay from the head end. The lov¡



pressure in the cy1-inder accelerates air through the valve and

subjeccs the tube to a lor,¡ pressure at the valve end. Due to the

elasticity and inertia of Ehe air it is accelerated progressively

along the lengEh of the Eube and a raref.action wave is created which

travels torvard the manifold at approximately accoustic velocity.

Figure 2 a, shows the development of the \¡rave at the stage aË which

the leading edge has reached the manifold end of the tube. The

amplitucle of the wave increases as the motion of the piston increases

and reaches a minimum rarefaction r.¡hen the piston is at maximum

veloc ity.

upon reachíng the manifold end (which is essentíally an

open end) the outr,¡ard moving rarefacLion causes a rapid surge of

air into the Lube creaEing an inward moving comPressíon rtave. That

is, the rarefaction \,rave is reflected point by poínt as a compression

\^rave at the open end. Figure 2 b, shows the inward travelling

compression wave r,¡here the leading edge has reached the port. At

this stage the still outward travelling rateí.action has reached a

minimum pressure aE the port. As che point of minimum rarefacËion

reaches the open end ít is reflec¡ed as a poínt of maximum compression

as shoum ín Figure 2 c.

The compression \Á7ave travels back toward the port (which due

to the high resistance of the valve approximates a closed end) v'rhere

it is reflected as an outward moving comPression \,7ave. The outf'/ard

moving compression r,rave superimposes itself on the inward moving

compression to create a Positive pressure in the port as shor^¡n in

Figure 2 c. The pressure reaches a Peak when the maximum compressÍon

arrives at the port jusE before the closing of the valve (Fig. 2 d)'
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The superimpositioning of Ëhe two oppositely

JU

moving \,raves produces a

tube at the end ofstanding \,/ave or vibrating air column in the

the process.

Immediat.ely befor:e the generaEion of each ne\,!7 ):arefaction

the íntake tube contains a residual system of waves consisEíng of

the superimposed multiple reflections of Ehe ruaves generated in the

preceding cycles. At che beginning of the intake process the new

rarefaction adds to and merges with the outrvard moving rarefaction of

this sysLem. Propagation and reflecEion losses in the residual

\,rave system reduce their magnitude and the new rarefaction becomes

dominant. Reinforced by its merger with the standing wave, the

rarefaction travels toward the manifold at approximately acoustic

velocity as it is generated. It is the timely return of its first

reflection to the port as a compression ruhich is mainly responsíble

for the increase in volumetric efficiency by tuning.

After generation, the minimum rarefaction point of the

\.i7ave must travel to the end of the Eube and return Ëo the port as

a maximum compression in time Eo raise the pressure in the port

to a peak just before the vâlve closes. The wave is then reflected

and the combined effect of the two oppositely moving wave trains

creates the standing wave r,rhich oscillates through tl-rree complete

cycles before merging with the new rarefaction at the beginning

of the next process. The merger of the sEanding r¿ave with the new

rarefactÍon increases the amplitude of the resulting rarefaction

and the amplitude of the compression produced by its firsE reflection

is correspondingly increased. The return of the v,7ave to the port

as a compression produces a high pressure in the port at Èhe end of
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the process which forces more air into the cylinder.

6.3 Correlation of Parameters

The angle through which the crankshaft rotates while rhe

wave makes a double traverse of the tube is referred to as the delay

angle. [{hen the optimum angle is known and Ëhe r¡7ave velocÍty can

be calculated, the optimum length of tube can be related to the engine

speed. 1n calculating the time requÍred for the rarefaction vlave to

travel to the end of the tube and back, the velocity of the wave

r.üas assumed Co be acoustic. Although the v¡aves are of the finite

amplirude type and in calculating propagaLion velocities the finite

amplitude rvave laws should be used, the latLer approximation is

jusEified since with open end reflections changing rarefaction pulses

into compressions and více versa, the changes in wave profile and

velocity occurring during ouLward travel are cancelled by those

during inward travel. The average velocity of the v¡ave during a

double Eraverse of the tube is determined by the thermodynamic

properties of the air from the small T¡/ave equation.

"=@r
The time required for each r¿ave point Lo make a double

traverse of a tube length L would b" * seconds" For an engine speed

of N rpm, the angular speed of rotatil., i" 6N degrees Per second.

The number of degrees of crank rotaEion required for the \^7aves to make

a double traverse of the tube would be

d = l2NL degrees

rvhere d is the delay angle. I¡Ihen ó = gZ degrees the tube is an

optimum length for the particular speed and acoustic velocity.



Rearranging the exPression

gives the equaLion for the

JL

and substitutíng the optimum delay angle

optimum tube length"

= 6.9 a
N

6.4 Tuning of Mu1!i-Cylinder Engines

The intake systems of multi-cylinder diesel engines with

individual intake ports can be successfully tuned provided there is no

appreciable distorLion of the r¡rave action by the interference of rvaves

amongst neighboring tubes, and the pressure in the manifold is not

appreciably affected by the waves t.hemselves. This can be accomplished

by joining rhe tubes of optimum length by a rake type of manifold having

approximately the same volume as the engine displacement. Manifolds

having volumes as small as 0.75 times the engine displacement are

equally as effective and are a thoroughly practical size"

The volume of the manifold has no influence upon the tuning

process and serves only as a plenum chamber at which the I¡¡aves in the

tubes are reflected. The wave action in the tubes may be affected if

the volume of the manifold \^Ias small enough to allow the r^raves to

cause pressure fluctuations in the manífold similar to the case of a

Helmholtz resonator. The manifold musL also be sufficiently large

enough not to propagate large Pressure r¡7aves past the ends of the

tubes and cause inEerference amongst the \Átaves.

Since the reflected wave is mainly responsible for the

increase in volumetric efficiency by tuning and acts only during

the intake process, only l8O degrees of crank rotation per cylinder

is required to achieve a substantial gain by tuning. Two cylinders
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may be tuned by a common pipe provided the timing of Ehe intake

processes is not such that the standing wave produced at the enc

of the inËake process of one cylinder does not nulify or greatly

reduce Ehe rarefaction at the beginning of the other. Trvo cylinders

should therefore obtain a substantial gain from one pipe provided

the crank angle between the beginnings of the processes is not less

than 180 degrees "

6.5 Varying Èhe Speed of the Engine

If the inEake sysEem is tuned for a speed near the upPer

limit of the engine's speed range, the tubes will perform as if

shorter than optimum at lower speeds. This means that the reflecLed

røave will return to the port in a smaller delay angle than Ehe

optimum of 83 degrees.

The return of the ref lected r^7ave at smaller delay angles

can produce a gain provided the ruave does noE return too soon to

produce a pressure above atmospheric at the end of the process. At

delay angles less than optimum the timing of the standing \,nave may

produce adverse effects. An angle ís reached at r^/hich the merger of

the sEanding wave with the new rarefaction reduces the amplitude of

the rarefaction instead of reinforcing it" The resulting reflected

wave is corresporidingly reduced in amplitude and the pressure

produced in the port by its return is lowered. The gain, though

substantial, is slíghtly reduced over the range of delay angles at

which Ehis unfavourable merger occurs.

At higher speeds the tubes are longer Ehan optimum and

the delay angle is greater. The reflecËed vrave cannot suffíciently
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returfr before Lhe closing of the valve Ëo raise the pressure in

the port high enough to produce as large a gain. At larger delay

angles, a range is again reached at which the standing wave is not

timed to reinforce the outgoing rarefaction aE the beginning of the

process, but rather produces a cancelling effect r¿hich reduces the

rarefaction resulting from the merger. These two effects and

increased friction losses cause a sharp decrease in volumetric

efficiency at speeds stightly above the tuned speed.
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VII U{PERIMM{TAL RESULTS

7"1 Effects of Long Tubes

The addition of the long tubes to the intake Ports

completely changed t.he shape of the graph of the pressure in Èhe

port. The graph with the stock rnanifold indicated a sharp pressure

drop during valve opening followed by a series of high frequency

pressure fluctuations indicaËíng high frequency air vibrations in

Ehe port and manifold* There seemed to be no orderly Pattern

followed by the vibrations and multiple traces produced by successive

cycles produced a blurred line on che oscilloscope indicating the

process \^/as not precisely repetitive. The pressure trace obtained

with the long tubes approximated Ehe shape of a sine curve of

diminishing amplitude beginning with Lhe pressure decreasing at the

openíng of the valve, reaching a minimum, and then rising to a

maximum and decreasing to oscillate wíth diminishing amplitude until

the next cycle. AË the beginning of eaeh cycle the new rarefaction

completely dominated the pressure in the por! and Ehe graph was

repeated. The graph was completely repetitive and the multiple

traces produced by successive cycles on rhe oscilloscope produced

a clear curve indicating a high degree of orderliness in the pressure

fluctuation produced by the long tubes.

One of the most conclusive results obtained early in the

experiment \^Ias the apparent comPlete independence of int-ake

tuning of the volume of the manifold joining the long tubes. I'lhen

the tube vas at a lengEh having a natural frequency 4 times the
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frequency of the valve and produced a Pressure peak at the

beginning of the process, the installation of rhe manifold had no

effect on the pressuregraph indicaLing the tubes could be joined

by a manifold wiEhout in any rnTay affecting the wave motion. The

tube length which produced a maximum volumeËric efficiency in the

range in v¡hich the frequency ratio was 4 with the manifold at its

largest volume I¡Jas used to determine the effect of decreasing the

volume. The decrease in volume did not affecÈ Ehe aÍr flow or

pressuregraph untiL the manifold \das less than 3 in. rniide. The

air flow decreased and the pressuregraph began to change" However

at these narroÍü widChs the sliding panel began to restrict Lhe aír

inlef at the top of the manifold v¡hich would account for the decrease

in flow. The remaining Eests rÀ7ere performed with the volume set at

a width of 4 in. and varying the volume at t.he end of each test was

found to have no effect on the air flow or Pressuregraph for the

range of tubes tesEed. At widEhs of 3 in. and 4 in. the ratio of

the volume to engine displacement was 0.78 and 1.05 respectively"

These sízes are practical and are comparable to manifolds in cornmon

us e.

Figure 3a shows the effect of tube length on the volumetric

efficiency at a speed of 1800 rpm. The curve rises above the untuned

value as the tube lengËh increases and peaks 3 times before decreasing

Lorvard values approaching the untuned at very long tube lengths. The

curve peaks first at 89% at a tube length of 3.5 feet after vrhich

there is a sudden but small decline at 3.75 feet to 87.7%. The curve

conEinues to rise from this point to peak a second time at the

maximum value of. 92% between 4.25 and 4.5 feet. Between 4.5 and 4.75
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feet the curve drops sharply to 87% but rises slightly at 5.5 feet

to peak again at 87.25%. The curve then continues to decrease wiLh

increased tube lengths. The three peaks occurred at lengths

slightly less Lhan 3.8,4.75 and 6.33 feet respecEively, vrhich are

the lengths aË which Ëhe resonant natural frequency of the tubes

are even multiples of 5, 4 and 3 times Èhe intake process respecEively.

Figure 3b is Ehe corresponding curve of the volumetric

efficiency and the delay angle, ó = 12NL/a, calculated from the

engine speed, tube length and acoustic velocity of Lhe air. The

curve has the same shape as that of Figure 3a due to the linear

relationship between tube length and delay angle. IL shows the

relationship of Ehe volumetric efficiency to the delay angle v¡hich is

essentially an indication of the timing of the return of the

reflected h7ave. The curve shows the influence of the timing of the

reflected r^rave on the volumetric efficiency and Ehe affect of the

timing of the standing rrrave on the performance of rhe reflected lrave.

7 " 2 Pressuregrap.hs

Figures 4a Eo 4j are the pictures of the graph of

the pressure in the intake port for a complete cycle for tube

lengths from 4 feet to 6.25 f.eet" The pictures show the variatíon

in port pressure during the intake process and the remainder of the

cycle. Each figure contains two píctures of Ehe same pressuregraph

but on different time scales. One picEure is on a time scale rvhich

includes Ëhe entíre cycle and the other is on an expanded scale, double

the rate of the first, so as to obtain a clear, more precise graph of

the beginning and the intake por:tion of the cycle. A small blip, or

wave in the horizontal line, indícates top dead ceriEre afEer the

begínn:'-ng of the opening of the valve and near Ehe begii'rning of the
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intake process. The valve lift chart is shown in Appendix III.

Each -¡ertical division on the pressuregraphs represents

1.25 psi. and each horizontal division represents 100 degrees of

crankshaft rotalion. The graphs all exhibit a rapid decrease in pressure

aE the beginning of the intake Process followed by a rise to a high

peak above atmospheric near the end. The pressure then oscíllates rvith

decreasing arnplitude until the beginníng of the next process. However

there are pronounced differences in pressure conditions at valve

opening, dífferences in rarefaction shape and in the timing and shape

of the compressiori.

The pressure conditions at the beginning of the intake

process indicated by Figures 4a to 4j, shor¿ the affect of the standing

r,47ave on the reflected wave and account for the shape of the

volumetric efficiency curves. Consider Figures 4b, c and d, which

are the graphs for the pressure in the port for the Lube lengths

4"25, 4.38 and 4"5 feet respectively, which produced maximum gain.

The pressure is at a peak compression and is starting Eo decrease

when the valve begins to open. The rarefaction which follorvs this

peak is timed to be coincídent with the new rarefaction generated by

the beginning of the next process and is superímposed on iE " The

superposirioning of the rarefaction of the standing wave and the

new rarefaction produces a resultant rarefaction of greater amplitude

and the compression produced by its first reflection is correspondingty

increased. Upon its return to the port t.he compression produces a

high pressure during the latËer part of the proeess to force more

air into the cylinder.

Figure 4e ís the pressuregraph for the 4"75 f.ooL lengÈh of
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tube rvhich is slightly longer than those r^¡hich produced the

maximum gain. This length produced a sharp decrease in volumetric

efficiency and is the first of a series of tubes which caused the

second depression in the volumetric efficiency curves. The standing

rfave is so timed by this tube that the pressure is rising from a

rarefaction and at nearly neuËral pressure when the ne\,7 rarefâction

begins" The compressÍon peak of the standing wave is coincident

with the beginning of the nelü rarefact.íon and is superimposed on it.

This unfavorable merger of tire traTo lvaves has a nulifying effect on

the new rarefactíon v¡hich redLlces its ampliEude and changes its

profile. Its leading edge is so reduced that a delay occurs before

pressures of significan¡ arnpli|ude began to leave the port as the

leading edge of Ëhe resultant rarefaction" The leading edge of the

compression produced by its first reflection is correspondingly

delayed and the rise in pressure produced by its arrival occurs later

in the process. Due to the greater delay angle of the long tube,

the maximum poínt of the reflected T¡rave returns later in the process

to produce a pressure peak rvhen the flow resisLance of the valve

is high"

The first depression in the curves is also caused by an

unfavorable merger beËween the standing wave and the ne\{ rarefaction

due Ëo Lhe timing of the standing wave produced by the assocíated

tubes. The first peak in the curves is the result of a favorable

merger betr,¡een the Ëwo L{aves but the Teturn of the comPression ís

noË v¡el1 timed. The small delay angle of the shorter tubes Permits

a rapid return of the leading edge of the new rarefaction as a

compression which is superimposed on the tail of the rarefaction
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Fig " l+c
L = 4.37 fE,

Fig. bb
L = l+"25 ft.

Flg. 4d
L = L.50 ft,



Fig. 4e
L = L.75 ft.

Fig. l+g
f, = 5.5O ft.

Fig. l+f
l, : 5.25 ft,

Fig. {.hl,: 5.75 ft.
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Fig. l+i
L = 6.00 ft.

Fie. 4j
L = 6"25 ft.
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ruhich is stil1 being generated. The resultant ruave is a compression

of reduced amplitude which produces a lower pressure peak in the

port during the later part of the intake process. Consequently the

first peak in the volumetric efficiency curves is lower Ë.han the

second "

7.3 Varying tl-re Speed of the Engine

Fígure 5 is a graph of the results of varying the speed of

the engine from 1400 to 1900 rpm, using the optimum length of intake

tube for 1800 rpm. The results obtained wiËh the stock manifold

are included for comparison purposes" The brake horsepower and

torque curves are higher and the brake specific fuel consumption

curve is lower Ehan those for the stock manífold for a1l speeds. The

volumetric efficiency curve for the tuned sysEem rn'as highe:: for al1

speeds and the difference between the tv¡o cLlrves increased as the

speed decreased below 1800 rpm, and decreased at speeds above

1800 rpm.

The higher po\À/er and torque curves and lower fuel

consumption curve may be atLributed to two possible effects caused

by the increased flow" The first being the reduction in pumping

losses produced by more efficient inductíon and, the second, the

effects on the combustion process obtained with the higher air-fuel

ratios. Due to the larger amount of air inducted, the average pressure

in the cylinder during the induct.ion process is higher whích reduces

t.he area of t.he scavenging loop of the cycle and the pumping losses.

More rvork is available as shaft horsepower at the same rate of fuel

consumption. The increased air-fuel ratio improves combusËion
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efficiency by malcing available more air for combustion and for

more thorough mixing. Combustion temperatures are lotn'ered by Ehe

excess air resulting in a lower rate of heat transfer to the cooling

sys temo

Figure 5 shows that the volumeEric efficiency for the

tuned system decreased only slightly frorn 9l"L to 90"6% as the

engine speed decreased from 1800 to 1600 rpm" the curve rose to

aboveg2%atthelowerspeeds.Thespeedof1600rPmcorresponded

Eo a delay angle of 73.7 degrees" This delay angle is in the range

of the first depression Ín the volumeEric efficiency curve of

Figure 3b, which is caused by an unfavorable merger between the

standing rvave and the new rarefaction. Figures 6a Lo 6e are Ehe

pressuregraphs for the speeds from 1900 to 1400 rPm, respecLively'

consider Figure 6d, whích is the pressuregraph for 1600 rpm. The

pressure has passed the neutral value and is decreasing toward a

minimum rarefaction when the new rarefaction beginso The rarefaction

of the standing r¿ave ís timed too soon Eo be coincident I^7iEh the

new rarefaction and the following compression maximum is superimposed

on the end of the new rarefaction reducing its amplitude. Its first

reflection as a compression is corresPondingly reduced producing a

lower pressure peak in the port during the latËer parE of the process.

IIowever, despite Ehe unfavorable effects of Lhe standing \ÀIave, the

volumetric efficiency is not seríously reduced in this range'

The pressuregraphs for 1400 and 1500 rPm are shor,¡n in

Fig, 6e. Both exhibit a deviaiion from the usual Pressure pattern

obtained in a]-l the other ]-ong tube tests and there also appears to

be considerable cancellaEion of Ëhe standing wave at about 540 degrees
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of cranlcshaft rotation after valve opening. Immediately after the

cancellation a pressure peak occurs just before the opening of

the valve followed by a rarefaction. The rarefaction is almost

coincident witir the nev¡ rarefaction and a favorable merger results.

At 1500 rpm Ehe delay angle is 69 degrees, which is at Ehe minimum

point of the first depression in the volumetric efficiency curve.

At 1400 rpur rhe delay angle i-s 64.5 degrees which is near the

maximum of the first peak of the curve. The volumetric efficiency

for both these speeds is above 92%, w]ntch seems to indicate the

dominant influence of the timing of the reflected \dave' The delay

angles at all the speeds tested beloru 1800 are in a range \dhere the

reflected \^Iave carl return to raise the pressure in the port before

the closing of the valve to effect a substantial increase in flow'

,{lthough Ehe timing of the reflected hTave apPears to be

Èhe dominanL influence on the tuning of Lhe intake process, Figure 6e

indicates Ehe nevr rarefaction has lost a substantial degree of

dominance of the r¡¡aves in the sysLem aE Ëhe reduced speed. Thís

explains the deviation ín shape of Figure 6e, and introduces another

important aspect, in intake tuning of tube diameter. At lower speeds

the flov¡ rate is lor¿er" The velociËy is reduced and the new

rarefaction is correspondingly reduced. The small delay angle permits

the leading edge of the nerv rarefaction to Ieturn to the port as a

compression so early as to reduce the arnplitude of the resulcant

rarefaction as it is being generated" The trn¡o effects produce a

resultanË T¡rave of low amplitude. The new rarefacEion is dominant

during the intake process but Èhe amplitude of the standing wave

produced af.ter valve closure is so low it can be cancelled by the
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sEanding wave of the preceding cycles rvhen opposite wave points

arecoincident.ThesLandingr^raveoftheprecedingcyclehasnoE

beengreatlyreducedbydarnpingduetoitslov¡amplitudeandisof

comparable amplitude to that produced by the new rarefacEion" Had

the tube diameter been smaller the new rarefaction wave rvould have

been greaEer resulting in a STeaxeT ampLitude standing wave i¿hich

rvould have dominated the damped wave of the precerling cycle. There

is an indication here that a large tube producing lorv amplitude

rarefactions would perform badly at delay angles at ivhich the wave

mergerisunfavorabledueEothemorecomparableamplitudesofthe

standing wave to the nerv rarefaction"

AL 1900 rpm the volumetric efficiency fell sharply to

BB.5%. The delay angle at thís speed rvas 87'6 degrees' which is

in the range v¡here the volumetric efficiency is decreasing sharply

vrith increasing delay angle from the maximum peak to the second

depression. The pressuregraph, Fig. 6a, is very similar to Fig' 4e'

whichisthePressuregraphfora4.T5f.E"tubeal-lB00rpm,having

a delay angle of 90 degrees. Both have the same general shape and

pressure conditions at the beginning of the intake Process. The

unfavorable merger of the standing wave has Ëhe same adverse effects

on the reflected wave and hence on the volumetric effíciency.

ïncreasing the speed further would increase Ëhe delay angle putting

it in the range oi Lhe second depression in Ehe volumetrie efficiency

curves,causedbytheunfavorabletimingofthesiandinglvave.The

higher speeds also increase the delay angle until the return of

the reflected wave occurs too late in the process to effect a high

gain.



Fig. 6a
[f = 1900 rpm

Fig. 6A
N = 1800 rpm

Fig, 6d
N = 1600 rpm

Fig. 6c
N = 1700 rpm
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Thedisplacementofthefuelpumpsl^¡asnotchangedafter

the tests aL varying speeds ín order to ensure the same setting for

the following tesLs with t-he bellmouthed tubes. There \,74s noL

sufficient testing time remaíning with the apparatus to perform tests

with the fuel pump displacement increased to produce the same air-fuel

ratio as obtained wirh the sEock manifold at the tuned speed. such

a test would have decermined the actual power increase available iuith

the Luned intake manifold and its variation with speed.

Theperformancecurvesobtainedwiththesamefuelpump

setting are somevrhat misleading as they do not indicate the true gain

in power obtainable by tuning. A1so, Lhey show a higher gain in

povrer obCained at all speeds other than the tuned speed. This is due

in part to the characceristics of the engine and some added effects

due to tuning. The lesser gain at the tuned speed may be due to the

fact that Ehe speed was that for rvhich Ehe engine vras designed for

optimum operatíon. such factors as fuel injection timing, valve

timing and combustion chamber design which are fixed and do not vary

with speed may have produced Lhe higher pov/er outPuts t'riih the stock

manifold at the tuned sPeed.

The influence of these factors on the performance of the

engine may have been overcome by the tuned manifold" The efiect of

the valve timing would certainly be changed by the change in dynamics

of the inlet process. hrith the stock manifold, the late timing of

the closing of the valve may have prevented the achievement of higher

volumetric efficienci-es at the lorver speeds by al1-owing some air to

escape at the beginning of the compression Process: and by closing

¡.^^ .^^- er- tho hi ahcr cneeds t-o al"Lor'^i more aiÏ to enter" The high
LUU ùUVIr OL L!19 r.l6!!v!
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pressure at the end of the process due to the reflected \fave may

have been sufficient to overcome these effects. The effect of the

fuel injection timing and combustion chamber characteristics may have

been changed by the higher aLr-fuel ratios and high percentage of

excess air. The injection timing and combustion system may have

been designed to produce maximum mixing, combustion efficiency and

a smooth combustion process in the range near the tuned speed" The

higher volumetric efficiency produced by Lhe tuned manifold would

ensure a higher temperature at the end of the comPression process and

a hígher air-fuel ratío. These r¿ould improve the mixing, produce a

higher combustion efficiency and a smoother combusLion process at

the other sPeeds.

The engine is a precombustion chamber design and factors

such as hígh cornpression temperatures and increased turbulence

influence the performance substantially at different speeds. Air-fuel

ratio, characteristics of the fuel, volume of the precombustíon chamber

and s Lze of the shape of the preconrbustion chamber entrance are among

the many variables, because of which, the combustion system is usually

designed for optimum operation at a partícular raLed load and speed'

Althoueh the curves are somervhat misleading in some \,üays

as mentioned earlier Ehey indicate an imporLant point" That is, with

the original fuel setting, the performance, at speeds other than the

rated speed at which the desigll \^Ias optimized, can be sígnificantly

improved bY tuning.

The air-fuel ratio selected for the stock manifold tests

hras approximately 19:1. This was the ratio obtained from the tesEs

at i8O0 rpm -.inder- f.il-l- Load i+hen the engj-ne wes superc*^tged. Wben



the intake system InTas tuned the air-fuel ratio rose to about 2L"5:L"

Generally there was good agreement berrveen ratios obtained rvith the

orsat analysis and the air flow measuremefits. The Orsat analysis

produced ratios averaging within 3"L of those produced by the air

flow measurements. It was found that a good Orsat analysis could

only be obtained by fixing an impact tube in the centre of Ehe exhaust

pipe. Using a simple static Pressure type of bleed off produced apparent

aír-fuel rat.ios about twice as high as the actual'

t"4 Bellmoughed Tube Ends

Figure 3a shows the variaEion in volumetric efficiency rviLh

total rube length (including the length of the bellmouths) for the

tests rvith the fixed volume manífold having bellmouthed outlets' The

bellmouthed ends produced a lorver maximum volumetric efficiency Lhan

the plain end tubes and the peak in Ëhe curve occurred at slightly

shorter tube lengths, The peak occurred over a narrower range of

lengths than that of the plain end tubes. This may be due to the more

efficient wave reflection produced by the bellmouths. The amplitude

of the standing \dave was not as greatly reduced during reflections

and remained high enough to more adversely affecL the new rarefaction

when it was unfavourably timed. Thus the first and second depressions

in the volumetric efficiency curve caused by the adverse merger of

the trvo waves are lov¡er and broader due to the greaEer effeci of the

higher amplitude of the standing \dave.

The more efficient wave reflection reduces the total damping

experienced by the wave, producing a higher velocity vrave after

reflection and a higher frequency of oscillation of the standing wave

for the same length of tube. The timing of the reflected wave is not
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appreciably affected by the reduced damping since the velocity is

only affected during a single traverse from the tube end to the port,

but the timing of the standing wave may be significantly affecEed

by the higher velocity resulting after the firsE reflection" The

standing wave experiences four reflections and approximately a dozen

traverses of the pipe before merging with Ehe new rarefaction of the

next cycIe. The higher frequency of oscillation of the standing

wave during the many oscillations may greatly change the timing of

the wave during the merger, producing an adverse effect on the new

rare fac t ion .

By varying the tube lengLh the standing r¡7ave may be timed

to reinfoTce a reflected wave which does not return at an optimum

time to effect as high as gain as Ehe plain end tubes. If the length

is adjusted to obrain optimum return tirning of the reflected wave the

sËanding \¡rave may be timed to have adverse effects. Thus the bellmouths

may produce a standing wave and reflected wave which cannot be

synchronized to produce a well timed reinforced reflected wave' Further

investigation with the use of clear enlarged pressuregraphs is necessary

to establish the exact manner in which the wave action is affected

bv the bellmouths.

7 :5 Ef Eect of Tubé DiamèÈ-Qr

The effects of tube diameter can only be dealt with briefly

here due to the limíted investigation of this aspect of the subject"

The pressuregraph for the 1"875 in, diameter tube exhibited the same

general shape as Ëhat produced by the 2'15 in' tube at the optimum

length which indicates that the diameter of the tube has little effecE

on rrTave timing. The amPlitude of the Pressure f luctuations produced
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by the smaller Lube v¡as slightly larger at the beginning of the cycle.

The new rarefaction decreased the pressure Eo a lower minimum at the

beginning of the cycle before the return of its first reflectíon ruhich

raised the pressure to a higher maximum at the end of the intake

process. The standing rvave began with a high amplitude but was damped

to a much lower amplitude at Lhe end of the cycle. The difference

betrveen the amplitude at the end of the cycle and aL the beginning

\^/as greaEer f or the smaller tube.

The rnajor differences between the effects of the two

tubes are the clegree of damping and the amplitude of the nerv ra]re'

faction produced in each, The smaller tube produces a rarefactÍon

of larger amplitude and a higher degree of damping of the reflected

and sEanding waves. since the smaller tube has a lower flow area

the air velocity at. the beginning of t.he process is higher and the

amplítude of the nev¡ rarefaction is greater corresPonding to the

energy conversion from pressure to kinetic. Higher amplitudes involve

higher part.icle velocities resulting in greater fríction losses

during the reflected and the standing wave which accounts for the

large decrease ín amplitude during the standing l'/ave'

The difference in amplitude at the beginning and end of

the cycle indicates an important effect of tube díameter. Due to

the lower amplitude of the standing vTave at the end of the cycle

and higher amplitude of the new lvave aC the beginning of the next

Lhe standing wave has less adverse affects on the ne\^/ rarefaction

when an unfavorable merger occurs between the two. A smaller tube

can therefore be expected to perform better at delay angles at

which the nullifying effects of an adversely timed sËanding wave
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tend to reduce the gain. The volumetric efficiency curve would be

more uniform over a wider range of delay angles rnakj-ng the smaller

tube more suitable for an application rvhere operation over a rvide

TarLge of sPeeds is necessarY.

The average flow velocity during the intake process in

the 2.15 in. diameter tube at 1800 rpm was 170 ft' per second, and

the corresponding Mach number v/as 0"149 using the sonic velocity

of 1140 ft. per second for the 80"F inlet air. For the 1.875 ir"

diameter tube the velocity was 224 ft. per second and the Mach

number 0.196. Further investígation to determine the effecEs of

tube diameter and air velocity on the shape of the volumetric

effíciency veïsus delay angle curve is necessary in determining Lhe

size of. tube most suitable for particular applications. For example,

anengineoPeratingatconstantspeedmayperformwellonalarge

tube whereas an engine ¡vhich requires good characteristics over a

rangeofspeedsmayrequireasmallerdiameteroftubetooffsetthe

effects of an adversely timed standing vtave'

l.o Performance of the Curved Tube

The curved tube produced exactly the same shape of

pressuregraph for the optímum length as the straight tul¡e índicating

the wave action fdas not affected by the 20 in" radius curve in the

tube. By the use of similar curved Lubes turned downrvard along the

side of the engine and joined by a manifold the aspect oi inEake

manifold tuning becomes more practical. The space problem, posed

earlier by the long tubes projecting out from the side of the engine

as much as 5 feet, is not so prohibitive by using a curved Eube
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manifold occupying a 2 foot sPace along the side of the engine.

Further investigation into cletermining the minimum radius of curve

for a given size of tube rvould be of greaC value in determining the

mÍnimum radius that could be used to tune engines by means of curved

tube manifolds "
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VITT CONCLUSTONS

The conclusions arrived at directly from Ëhe investigation

are presented in the follolqing point form.

(1)ThegainobtainablebyLuning\¡Iasfoundtobedue

mainly to the timing of the return of the fírsr reflection' as a

compressíon, of the rarefaction vlave created at Ëhe beginning of the

inËake process. The timing of the return of the r¡/ave can be related

to the crankshaft rotation by the delay angle v¡hich is the angle

through whích the crank rotates while the wave makes a double

Eraverse of the tube. The optimum length of tube is therefore

deEermined by the speed of the engine, the average velocity of the

v¡ave, and the optímum delay angle, The optimum delay angle for the

four stroke cycle diesel engine was 83 degrees from v¡hich can be

deríved the equaLion for the optimum length of tube'

L = 6.9 a
ñ

(2) Although the reflected wave is mainl-y responsible for

the gain it Ís subject to favorable or unfavorable effects from the

residual wave system of preceding cycles depending upon its timing.

The optímum delay angle of 83 degrees is Lhe angle at which a

favorable merger bet\r7een the residual wave system and the new

rarefaction occurs resul-Cing in a reinforced resultanl- \¡7ave' At

other delay angles Ehe reflected wave remains dominant and a

substantial gain is realized despiCe adverse effects of an unfavorably

timed residual wave system. De1-ay angles ranging from 60 degrees
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Lo 90 degrees can cause a substanËial increase in flow'

(3) A multicylinder engine can be Euned by joining the

tubesofoptimumlengthbyaraketypemanífoldhavingavolumeat

leasE 0.75 tirnes the engine displacement' The presence of the

manifold has no effect on Lhe tuning Process or the wave action in

the Eubes.

(4)Thevolumeofthemanifoldhasnoeffectonthetuning

processandisnotafacEorindeËerminingÈheoptimumlengthoftube"

(5) Intake tuning can produce a substanLial gain over a

broadrangeofenginespeedsprovidedthernanifoldistunedfora

speed near the upPer limit of operation" At speeds below the tuned

speed the delay angle decreases and a high gain is mainEained in the

range from 83 degrees to 60 degrees' At lower speeds and smaller

delay angles the gaín can only diminish to short tube manifold

performance.AtspeedsabovetheEunedspeedthegaindiminishes

rap idly "

(6)Tubediameterhasnegligibleeffect'on\¡TaveLiming

and diameEers smaller than usual port size produce similar pressure

conditions in Lhe intake Port'

(i) In general smaller tubes produce ï7aves of larger

amplitude and a higher degree of daorping of Ehe residual \,üave Syscem

following the lnEake process, This is an indication that a relatively

smallertubemayproduceahighgainoverabroaderrangeofdelay

anglesduetothelessadverseeffectsofthedampedresidualwave

system at angles at which unfavorable timing occurs'

(8)Theuseofbellmouthedencrancesatthemanífoldend

oftherubeproducesaslighclylowermaximumgainwhichoccursover



a narrovrer range of delay angles than plain end tubes '

(9) An intake tube havíng a 90 degree curve at a 20 in'

radiusnearthevalveendhasnoeffectonhTavetínringandproduces

idenËical pressure conditions ín the intake port'

(10)Intakemanifoldtuningofmulticylinderfourstroke

cycledieselenginesisathoroughlyPracticalandeffectivemeans

of increasing the volumetric efficíency of the engine by as much as

L5% ovet the entire speed range of operation"



APPENDIX I

FLOI^I NOZZLE DESIGN AND CALIBRATION

The flow nozzT-e was of laminated wood construction and

was designed to conform to specifications outlined in the ASME Pov¡er

Test Codes. The laminations Ivere perPendicular to the axis of the

rrozzLe and consisted of maple planks glued together with the grain of

each piece orienLated at right angles to the adjacent piece. The

nozz1e \das turned on a lathe with the entrance shaped in accordance

to a sheet metal template designed from the ASME specifications"

The approach to t]ne nozzLe throat was the quadrant of an

ellipse rvith the semi-major axis parallel to the flow axis and equal

to the throat diameter" The semí-mínor axis was 2/3 of the throat

diameter and the length of the throat rvas 0.60 times the diameter"

After manufacture the nozzLe was oiled and waxed Eo prevent drying

and shrinkage and to provide a smooth, highly polished surface.

T]r:e nozzLe f,^/as placed ín the exit of a low velocity v'rind

tunnel for calibration. At each calibration point the sEatic Pressure

in the tunnel upstream Iùas measured by a \,,/ater filled manometer and

the velocity pressure profile of the escaping jet r¡Ias measured by an

impact tube connected to a water fílled mariomeEer. The velocity

profile vTas found to be uniform for all flow rates. Data r,las collected

for a range of static pressures from zero to aPproximately six inches

for a total of twenty different flow rates. The flows \^/ere calculated

and plot.ted in a chart of the dimensionless parameters affecting the
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flow as shown on the followíng Page. The static depression

produced by the engine at 1800 rpm r¡las stightly 1"ess than 3 inches

of water.

The absolute values of the volumetric efficiency and air

flov¡ vrere not the main objectives of the experiments, but rather,

a consistant indication of a change in volumetric efficiency and

air flov¡. Hence the accuracy of the values obEained is rlot as

important as Ehe ability of the apParatus to reproduce the values

and clearly inclicate the changes Lhat occur as other variables are

changed "
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APPENDIX II

SPEED }IEASUREMENT

Theexactspeedoftheengine\üasanimportantfactorín

the experiment and had to be determined directly to conduci- the

tests and correlate the results. Accurate speed determination rvas

therefore essential and the most accurate method available was used'

A stroboscope operating at line frequency was used ar all speeds to

indicate v¡hen the desired speed was attained" Thus, the accuracy

of measurement approximated the accuracy of the frequency of the

alternating current po\,'Jer supply"

The engíne vlas connected to the brake by a chaín and

sprocket type of coupling having lB cogs" The top surface of the

cogs $iere painted white. This provided lB similar equally spaced

marks 20 degrees apârt on the periphery of a circle. A síngle white

chalk mark r{as dratrn on the hub of the sprocket for use rvhen operating

the stroboscope at a selected frequency. The coupling was covered

with a shield having a plexiglass windor^i on one side through which

rhe flashing light of the stroboscope could be shone.

At 1BOO rpm, vrith Ehe stroboscope flashing at line frequency

Ëhere \,/ere t\,,¡o flashes per engine revolution and 180 degrees of

rotation between flashes. since there are 20 degrees of rotation

betrveen cogs, 9 cogs vrill have moved past any fixed point between

flashes and the tenth r,rill have occupied Lhe positíon of the first

duríng the previous f lash. since the cogs I¡7ere similar, no motion
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!,ras apparenË in the light of the stroboscope and the cogs appeared

to be stationary"

At 1700 rpm there vtere 2.12 flashes per revolution and

170 degrees of rotation beLrveen flashes, Since there were 20 degrees

of rotation betvreen cogs the second flash occurred when the original

positions of the cogs rvere occupisd by spaces and the original spaces

\,ùere occupied by.ogå. This produced the effect of twice as many

cogs. since the marks are similar no motion was apparent and the cogs

appeared statíonary.

At 1600 rpm, there rn'ere 160 degrees between flashes and the

positions of the cogs during l-he f:Lrst flash r¡¡ere exactly occupied

by other cogs during the next flash" ÍJhenever the engine \ùas operating

at an integral multiple of 100 rpin the cogs on the coupling appeared

stationary. At even multiples Ëhe cogs appeared to have the actual

spacing. At odd mulciples chere appeared to be tr¿ice as many cogs at

half the actual spacing. This method was used for all speeds from

1200 to 1600 rpm. Sínce it is not readily apparent which multiple

the engine is operating at when the cogs âppear stationary, the

sEroboscope can be switched to flash at a varied frequency on the

singular rvhite chalk mark to determine the speed. The tachometer on

the brake also provided a good reference in determing the speed"
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APPENDIX IV

INTAKE PORT PRESSURE MEASURE}ÍENT

The pressure in the inEake Port I^las measured by a

píezoelectric quartz crystâl pressure transducer. these transducers

operaËe on the principle that when a Pressure ls applíed to them

an electrostatic charge of proportional magnirude is created' The

crystal is connected to a charge amplifier which conËaíns a

condenser and amplifier unit. The charge from the crystal is

transmitEed to Èhe condenser where the combined electrical capacitance

of the crystal, cable and condenser determínes the voltage generated'

The voltage is then amplified and transmitted to a scoPe where the

magniEude of the signal is indicated by the displacemenÈ on the

screen.

These crystals have Ëhe feature of beíng able to measure

and indicate raPídly changing Pressures without any measurable lag or

delay which may cause a distorEed signal. Hence inertial effects

cormon to most Pïessure measuring devices are elimínaEed for signals

varying at frequencies as hígh as 100,000 cycles per second. Horvever

due to the leakage of electrical charge they will not indicaËe a

sustained static Pressure for long períods of Eime and accurate

calibration r¿ith a dead weight tester is difficult. Rapidly varyíng

pressures can be measured and índicated without serious error due to

charge leakage and Ëhe tiurÍng of any change in pressure is precisely

índicated.
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TheobjecEofthepressulemeasurementsÌ{asrrottomeasure

the absolute Pressure in the port' but rather' to determine the

exact manner in which it varied' Hence' the absolute values of

pressureindicatedarenotasimportantastlreexacLtimingofar'y

changeinpressureindicatedandtheaccuracyvlithwhichtherelative

magnitudesofvariationinpressureareindicated.Acleargraph

of the variation accurately showing the smallest features in the

shape of t.he pressuregraphs are of major importance in analysing the

wave motion in the tubes and effects of pressure on the air f10w.

The crystal sensitivity was 0'5 pCb/psi (10-12 coulombs

per psi). The charge amplifier \"as operated aL â magnificaEion of

50mv/pCb(millivoltsPerpCb)producingasignalequalto25*v/p"i.

I^lith the oscilloscope sensitivity set aË 20 mvlcm" each centimeter

represenEed 1"25 psi on the verLical scale. The pressuregraphs are

picEuresofthePressuretraceontheoscilloscope.Eachvertical

division represents 1.25 psi and each horizonlal dívision rePresents

1OO degrees for the graph of the full cycle and 50 degrees for Lhe

graph showing the beginning of the process'
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APPM{DIX V

.PRESSURE WAVES IN GASES IN TUBES

.A brief attempt will be made here to explaln Ehe action

.of pressure vtaves in tubes for the reader who is not familiar with

the subject but wishes to obtain a greater knowledge to more fully

understand the manner in which the waves produce the tuned inËake

process as claimed in Ehe theory of this thesis. Only moderate-

amplitude rvaves r¿í11 be considered in the following discussion as this

is the basic Èype of wave in the Ëubes

of r^¡ave motion the reader is referred

b ib I iography.

a more Ehorough treaÈment

references listed in the

. For

io Lhe

Pressure waves Ín tubes are longitudinal \faves, thaË is 
'

they are travelling pressure disEurbances in the tubes whích are

characterized by a parLicle displacement of Ëhe medium parallel Èo

the direction of travel of the l¡Iave. This is in opposiËion Èo

transverse waves which are characterized by particle displacement' aÈ

right angles to the direc¡ion of travel as is the case of surface

\¡raves and vibrating strings. If the directlon of travel of a

Iongituclinal wave is the same as the direcÈion of Ehe partícle

displacement., Lhe wave ís a compression or posiËive Pressure wave.

If Lhe particle velocity is in the opposite direction Ehe wave is

termed a rarefacÈion or negetive Pressure r¡7ave. The form of the wave

is determined by the initiaEing cause.

A wave may be iniÈiated Ín a tube by forcing a piston aË
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one end rapidly into the tube. The force of the píston against the

adjacent aír, as it is being accelerated into motion' creates a high

pïessure near Lhe piston. Since the air is compressi-ble and the

individual parcicles have inertia, the high pressure is not uniformly

disrributed along the pipe but developes only at the pisf:on. The

high pressure comPresses the air and causes a floh7 in the direction of

moEion of Ehe piston. Due to its momentum the flovz will creal-e a

high pressure against the air particles iminediately dor^¡nstream and

the high pressure region will corrtinue downsLream after the motion of

the piston has ceased. The air particles adjacent to the piston wí11

returrr to their original pressure when the piston stops but they

will have been displaced an amount equal to the displacement of the

piston" In this l,7ay, a compression Itlave pulse is generated, if s shape

being dependenL on the motion of the piston" If the písËofi lùere to

be rapidly returned to its original position a lorv pressure would be

creaËed adjacenE to it in the tube. The lov¡ pressure would cause air

downstream to flor+ toward the piston creaLing lov¡ Pressure areas

further downstream and a rarefaction ruave r¡ould be created v¡hich tlould

move do\^n the tube away from the piston.

A rarefaction wave can also be creaLed by drawing some aír

out of the end of rhe tube. Figure 2a shows the case of air being

drarun out of the end of a tube by an engine cylinder. The figure shows

the graph of the pressLlre created at the end of the tube during a

period of crankshaft rotation and the corresponding Pressure deviation

from atmospheric along fhe length of the tube. The loiv pfessure in

the cylinder causes air to flow out ihe end of the tube cr:eating a

lon pressure area in Che tube, The j.nertLa oL the air particles and
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the pressure gradienL causes t.he low pressure area to move long

the tube af a high velocíty Eo fo::m a traveling rarefaction vlave.

The cross-hatched area in the figure represenËs the length along the

tr-rbe at rvhich the pressul:e has been reduced below ambient by the

rarefaction ü7ave. Upon reaching the open end of the tube the low

pressure area causes an inrush of air and a compression wave is

created which travels toward the cylinder and superimposes itself on

the outgoing rarefaction. That is, Ehe portion of the rarefaction

which has reached the open end is reflected as a comPÏession r'¡ave'

During an oPen end ref lection of moderate-amplitude l"raves the pressure

aL the tube end remains closel-y atmospheric and the reflected portion

of the wave is superimposed on the oríginal \"7ave producing a net

pressure equal- to atmosPheric at the Cube end'

Figure 2b shows t.he superiinposition of the inward Eravelling

compression on the ouËward travelling rarefaction and it should be

noted that the amplitude of both rfaves are equal and opposite at the

tube end producing the necessary cancellaËion to mainEain atmospheric

pressure at the open end. During the reflection of the rarefaction

however the inrvard open-end flornt creates a vena contracta with some

turbulence and back florv occurring just inside the open end resulting

in some restriction, loss of f low energy and \,úave amplitude.

IngeneralthereflectionofavTaveatanopenendproduces

a reflectecl wave of opposite amplitude. The reflecËion of a vrave

at a closed end procluces a wave of a simílar amplitude. Figure 2c

shotùs the reflection of the inruard Ëravelling compression at the valve'

Due t.o the high resistance of the valve the wave is partially reflected

as a compression wave which travels back Ëoward Che open Lube end" The
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superimpositioning of ihe Lv¡o oppositely moving compression LTaves

produces a high pressure at the valve.

Standing rn7aves are a particular form of progressive \'raves

resulËing from the superinrpositioning of ,oppositely moving \^7aves

of approximately sinusoidal form in such a manner that the pressure

variation in the tube at any poinr is approximately sinusoidal.

Such a situation can develop from the reflec|ion of a wave in a tube

at a closed end. The amplitude of variaËion v¡ould be greatesÈ at

the closed end rvhere reflecticn is occur:ring and zero at the open

end which are referred to as a velocity node and a Pressure node

respectively. The net resulting motion of Ehe air in the tube is an

air column surging back and forth into and out of the tube" Such a

sranding rvave is châracterLzeð by the fact that Èhe approximated sine

\¡/ave has a r.rave length equal to four times tl-re length of the Èube.
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